HW 1-2 Comments

Ron Parr
CPS 271

What to turn in

• Show your work – don’t just write down an answer, OTW
  – No credit for right answers
  – No partial credit for wrong answers
• Above is true for tests, as well

• Email your code
How to turn things in

• Emails should go to Jason

• I should be cc’d

Questions
(including requests for extensions)

• In general, please email Jason and cc me

• Exception: Extensions
  – Please email me and cc Jason
  – If you have a request the involves work for your research please also cc your advisor
Homework Solutions Policy

• Jason will make an effort to produce a homework solution handout
• This will be distributed in *hardcopy only*
• If you fail to retrieve a hardcopy in class, please feel free to ask us for another copy

• Please do not re-distribute these in any form